T N HIS article in the JOURNAL OF MARKETING, •'• John H. Weber questioned whether the results of sales promotion can be predicted.^ However, he did not draw distinctions between the various kinds of sales promotion activities which can be engaged in. At least the ones he used were not enumerated.
He seemed to refer to sales promotion as one indivisible function. But the problem of measuring effectiveness immediately assumes different dimensions if it is simply remembered that sales promotion is a generic term, including;
' contests • point-of-purchase displays • sampUng • premiums • coupons ' multi-package price deals ' incentive programs • tie-in sales • certain forms of direct mail The achievements of some of these activities can more readily be measured than others. To draw a "blanket" conclusion that sales promotion cannot be qualitatively evaluated is too easy a generalization.
Before indicating how sales promotion programs can be evaluated, though, the question of objectives must be considered. After all, "advertising may be called upon to perform a combination of difEerent tasks that lead to the ultimate objective of making a sale. The job of defining objectives is essentially one of deciding which of the multiplicity of communications tasks we want to accomplish through advertising."T he phrase "sales promotion" could meaningfully be substituted for the word "advertising," in the above quotation. Weber took sales as the criterion by which to measure sales promotion, and there is nothing wrong with this. Sales volume is indeed the ultimate criterion of sales-promotion value. But there can be many other criteria of effectiveness which are valid, more readily isolated statistically from other influences than are actual sales, and capable of incorporation in field studies.
The "yardsticks" used for measuring one sales promotion activity differ from those for another activity. But the problem is not as hopeless as Weber indicated. In other words:
• There are different types of sales-promotion activities.
• The objectives set for each type can differ from the others.
• The criteria of effectiveness can, and should, vary, Tbe accompanying table is based on several disguised actual case histories. Although the material in the table is not intended as a complete classification of sales-promotion activities, objectives, and methods of measureriient, several main points are illustrated. In sum, the effectiveness of many sales promotion activities can be measured and predicted, although of course various methodological difficulties must be overcome. Just as objectives vary, criteria of effectiveness vary with them.
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Controlled market experiments are feasible, provided the study design is adequate in scope and sample to allow for unfavorable conditions.
